Circular Dimensions
In Our Twelfth Year

™

P.O. Box 2895
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603
845 - 471 - 4301 ! [ 800 - 471 - 4301]
Fax: 845 - 471 - 4301
sabrown@bestweb.net

Member of The Poughkeepsie Area Chamber of Commerce

“You Create It - We will make it“

Professional Self Inking Stamps
Circular Dimensions manufacturers Professional Self Inking Stamps. We
can create rubber stamps with any combination of text and graphics. The
technology allows for high resolution image to be placed on the stamp and
with any font(*). You can have your own personal signature stamp without an
additional charge.
If you can create the image and or text in a high resolution print - we can
scan it and make it in to a stamp; or email us the graphic file. If you can sketch
the design, for a small additional fee we can create a high resolution image
and make it into a stamp.
Stamp sizes range from .47" x .47" to 1.57" x 3.54". The ink supply, in
the stamp will lasts for 10,000 impressions and can be refilled. The stamp is
good for 50,000 impressions. Quantity discounts are available and colored ink
stamps are also available.
These stamps can save you money. Address changes, phone number
changes, website address and email address can be added to you existing
stationary, literature, etc. till they are exhausted. A single stamp can save you
hundreds of dollars, provide you plenty of time to make the new changes for
your new stationary or your next literature production.
Adding your logo to your stamp makes it stand out. Stamps ordered
today are delivered(*) to you tomorrow, or shipped priority mail.
(*) - While we have many fonts, you may have to email or provide the font on a disk (PC
Clone). You can send camera ready art or art file (tif preferred.) We can deliver the
stamp(s) within a 15 mile radius of City of Poughkeepsie.

CIRCULAR DIMENSIONS - PROFESSIONAL SELF INKING STAMPS - 2004
IMPRINT SIZE
( HEIGHT X LENGTH INCHES)

RELATIVE SIZE
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STOCK NO.

RETAIL

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

A

B

.47 X .47

PR-1212 $ 14.95 $ 11.96 $

10.47

.79 X .79

PR-2020 $ 15.95 $ 12.76 $

11.17

1.18 X 1.18

PR-3030 $ 19.95 $ 15.96 $

13.96

1.57 X 1.57

PR-4040 $ 22.95 $ 18.36 $

16.07

.55 X 1.50

PR-1438 $ 16.95 $ 13.56 $

11.87

.71 X 1.97

PR-1850 $ 19.95 $ 15.96 $

13.96

1.34 X 2.28

PR-3458 $ 25.95 $ 20.76 $

18.17
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IMPRINT SIZE
( HEIGHT X LENGTH INCHES)

RELATIVE SIZE

STOCK NO.

RETAIL

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

A

B

.39 X 2.36

PR-1060 $ 17.95 $ 14.36 $

12.57

.87 X 2.36

PR-2260 $ 21.95 $ 17.56 $

15.37

1.06 X 2.76

PR-2770 $ 23.95 $ 19.16 $

16.77

1.57 X 3.54

PR-4090 $ 29.95 $ 23.96 $

20.97

Phone: 845 - 471 - 4301, Fax: 845 - 471 - 4301

EMAIL: sabrown@bestweb.net

notes:
1.- Discount Pricing - single stamp retail price,
Discount A: ordering 2 - 3 stamps; Discount B: ordering 4 - 7 stamps.
Ordering 8 or more stamps call for pricing.
2.- Imprint size is the maximum imprint area available on stamp surface.
3.- Stamps are black ink ( red, blue, green inks available - call for pricing and availability)
4.- N.Y. State sales tax, plus S&H ($ 3.95) - Priority Mail (when local delivery can not be made) Shipped.
5.- Accept Check, Money order - Billing on Established Accounts.
6.- Prices subject to change.
7.- Stamps can include text or/and graphics - we can scan in images (no charge).
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